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Introduction

Critic David M. Hutchin-

son caught up with the 

enigmatic Dominik near his 

south London home

in conversation with Dominik



INTRODUCTION

Director of ‘Clooney’, Dominik

in conversation with film critic David M. Hutchinson

Q: Because he didn’t look exactly like Clooney, actor Christopher Lawrence was remarkable in 
the way he manipulated himself to look like Clooney.

A: Well what can I say... He’s protean, versatile, flexible... It’s not as if he impersonated or 

caricatured George Clooney but somehow managed to capture his essence. Something about 

Clooney, the danger and madness that underpins such a suave exterior; that’s what Chris in-

habited and that’s why it’s so remarkable. (COUGH) 

Q: Did Ruth Taylor [who plays Lisa Snowdon] have a little more of an edge on the working with 
you since she has worked with you on other film projects?

A: There are directors (Tarantino, the Coens, Mike Leigh) who work best with ensemble 

casts. I’m on that list. There’s a wordless and intuitive rapport when working with actors like 

Ruth. Sometimes I’m after a very particular look, or move, or intonation and because I’ve 

worked extensively with these talented guys I can just give them ‘the wink’ or give an open-

ended suggestion like ‘more intensity’ and they know what I’m after.   

Q: What was your advice to Lawrence, as he attempted to channel film royalty George Clooney?

A: Don’t try and be him - you can never be someone you’re not (stay true to yourself !) - but 

channel him with your self-assurance and self-satisfaction. 



A piercing glance from inspiritional director Dominik whose 

vision and undoubtable drive led to the conception and 

realisation of ‘Clooney’. An oscar for Best Director must be 

around the corner.

in conversation with Dominik



Q: Did you personalize this movie in other ways besides staying true to the filmography of George?

A: Even the most sincere documentary film-maker or the most verité-orientated French au-

teur doesn’t believe that they can act as an agenda-less and honest conduit for the scenes they 

depict. I have a thesis. I have an idea of the message I want to communicate and the portraits I 

want to paint and ‘facts’ or incidental life events don’t distract me from that. 

Q: What convinced you to do this movie? 

A: Caitlin Smith, my fantastic exec. on this film, came into my office and dropped the script 

for Clooney on my desk and said ‘you are going to go absolutely chick batty for this script, 

it is SHIT HOT’. And she was right - it was fresh from the printer. I read the first page and 

immediately committed the next two years of my life to the project. It was powerful, human, 

beautiful (in a dark way) and had loads of selling points (also Caitlin had already tied down a 

distributor in Eastern Europe).

Q: Every film has that speech which sums up its theme.  Could you talk us through the thought 
process that lead to positioning the scene where Clooney receives an Academy Award and talks 
about his fame at the beginning of the film? 

A: It was placed there in the script (which I didn’t write) and I couldn’t think of a better way 

to start the film; nor did I try. The opening tone is one of complete glory and total success and 

this subconsciously informs the spectator that it’ll probably get a bit worse, a bit better again, 

a bit more worse etc. etc.

Q:Did you mix the timeline of events at all?      
                                                             

A: Yes. As a confirmed postmodernist I thought that it was important to mix up the scenes 

arbitrarily. It makes you disorientated and sometimes it’s hard to know where you are during 

the filming process... and the editing as well... and often when watching the film. 
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On set: Dominik looks 

forward to next year at 

Cannes

The Producers meet to dis-

cuss the french language 

version of the film ‘Clooné’

in conversation with Dominik



Q: Did you find that you felt a certain pressure to give a historical context of the film?

A: Context is the set, the background, the green screen, the air around the actors. None of 

these are my department. 

Q: How has making this movie changed your life?

A:I feel more centered now. Like a Shaolin Monk, 

Q: How has the making of this film changed your filmmaking?

A: I’m more discerning now. In future I’ll pick the projects and people more carefully; next 

up Clooney 2. 

Q: How do you react to people’s expectations about this film and the Oscars?

A: Well if I’m considered that’d be nice. If I win I’m up there with ‘Dances With Wolves’ and 

‘Gandhi,’ if I don’t I’m up there with ‘Ace Ventura’ and ‘Bandslam’ - so either way, great com-

pany.  

Q: Do you think it’s important to know how to do movies about characters and how to do that in 
genre films as well?

A: There are people in my films. Period. There’s nothing more to them than that. People in 

places, with clothes, living their lives, interacting. If you can get all of that in front of the cam-

era then you’ve got a film. Easy as that. 



The director in happy times

in conversation with Dominik



Q: Was it ever difficult for you to work with people who are perceived as stars and who might not 
be easy to direct?

A: Just step back and let them do their thing. Do take after take and suggest they bring more 

and more intensity and something will make the edit.  

Q: Do you feel you are somewhat of a psychologist on the set with actors?

A: Does a psychologist order people around and tell them to grow up? If so then yes.  

Q: Do you feel your career deals with couples a lot?

A: Three is always described as the magic number; but I think there’s something kind of spe-

cial about two as well. 

Q: Do you find it easier directing men or women?

A: I think women find it hard to be on set under my masterly gaze; the gaze of the auteur. 

There’s something so potent, masculine, primal about a man with his eye pressed to a view-

finder. In general though it’s six to one and half a dozen to the other.  

Q: Could you sum up the movie Clooney in ten words?

A: No. Only the film can speak for itself with images. 



Title Page

Discussion was fierce dur-

ing the writing process. The 

writing team spent days 

locked away in their secret 

hideaway, planning what 

would become the defining 

film of the biopic genre.

The writing team rivalled the cast in size. A film as good as 

‘Clooney’ takes alot of effort and people power to get of 

the ground, as shown here.





103rd Academy Awards
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Scenes are often filmed out of order but in this case the 

first scene did in fact come first. Here Lawrence can be 

seen receiving his copy of the script, fresh from printing 

and binding





Kentucky Newsdesk
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High maintence star Christopher Mayer waits impatiently 

for filming to begin on the establishing scene which tracks 

the formative years of the star. Mayer famously refused to 

remove his sunglasses until ‘action’ was shouted.





O Brother

Thomas Howse waits while the art department ready the 

next scene. Howse was the casting teams first choice to 

play Nick Clooney, his gravitas and poise made him an 

ideal choise.





O Brother
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Marrying artistic vision to technology isn’t always easy. The 

Maverick Film Unit always considers the format of record-

ing to make sure it’s appropriate to the mise-en-scène. 

From HDV to S-VHS, the choice is never anything but 

deliberate and considered.





Batman and Robin

Star of ‘Clooney’ Chris-

topher Lawerence  tries 

on the famous Batman 

mask that he would wear 

in the film.
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Bell’s Palsy
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Producer Warren Andrews makes a visit to the filming set 

and lends a hand to rearranging the actors for the emo-

tional Bells Palsy scene.





Martini Advert
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Executive Producer Caitlin Smith used her connections in 

industry to scout the perfect location out for this scene. 

Many thanks to all at the hmv Curzon in Wimledon.





Martini Advert
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Lawrence performed the opening ‘strut’ and amazing 

thirty-two times before he was happy with the amount of 

swagger.





Martini Advert
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Executive Producer Caitlin Smith makes a suggestion. 

Surely Director Dominik was smart enough to take heed?





Meat Refusal
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Constructing a shot properly often takes longer than the 

filing itself but is worth the effort to avoid costly reshoots.





The Perfect Storm

Production on this scene was shut down for three weeks 

after Lawrence missed a crash mat and broke his ankle in 

three places.





The Bed Scene
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Annie Gibb makes sure Lawrence’s nipples do noty fall 

foul of the film classification board. Shots like these that are 

not what they seem in the final cut are the real magic of 

cinema.





The Bed Scene
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Christopher Mayer receives an additional credit as an 

ashtray for his role here.





Ocean’s 11

Director Dominik runs a 

cameraman through the 

exact shot he is looking to 

capture in the recreation of 

the famous Oceans Eleven 

scene. The cast and crew 

were never left guess-

ing what was expected 

of them unless Dominik 

intended it.
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The studio is packed with 

cast and crew. Ellie Watson 

and new comer Barley Beal 

rehearse for the upcoming 

scene while Producer War-

ren Andrews and director 

Dominik run the extras 

through their roles.





Ocean’s 11
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Even the most respected stars sometimes need prompt-

ing. Domink assists Ellie Watson to negotiate the dialogue 

needed.





MTV Awards

Dominic Letshcka’s larger 

than life cameo as MTV 

award presenter brought 

the middle of the film some 

light relief.
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Pass The Pigs

Director Dominik, asks the 

advice of the star of ‘Cloon-

ey’ Christopher Lawerence, 

for this point of view shot.





Solaris, Tomatoes
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Look for a cameo by Liam ‘Buck’ Buckley in this scene, 

who also perfectly rolled the cigarette he gives to the 

soon to be bombarded Clooney. The scene is a nod to 

Clooney’s role in cult classic Return of the Killer Tomatoes.





Intolerable Clooney
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Shots like these show how the words  ‘Auteur’ and 

‘Dominik’ became synonymous.





Intolerable Clooney
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Like Academy Award winner Jeff Bridges, Lawrence likes 

to do his own stills photography on set. An avid collector 

of degrees, similar to the impossibly active James Franco, 

Lawrence is also  studying for a degree in Fine Art Painting 

completely unrelated to his work here.





Intolerable Clooney

Subtle differences in tailor-

ing allow the suit to contrib-

ute to the visual storytelling 

in a particular scene.





The Break-Up
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The gold watch is an important symbolic marker in the 

film. Keep an eye out for any time it appears but is not on 

Clooney’s wrist.





The Break-Up
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Ruth Taylor and Caitlin Smith on set before a day of filming. 

Taylor locked down the role of Lisa Snowdon thanks to 

her performance iin ‘Love + London,’ a short film by the 

WMFU.





Bob Dylan’s Starfield

Yet another example of inspirational director Dominik’s 

brilliance. No angle was unachievable for this important 

scene, especially given that the casting department had 

been very lucky to procure Alex Edwards for the role of 

Dylan.





Finale

These photos begin to 

show the strange pro-

cesses that were under-

took to gain the unique look 

achieved in the final scenes 

of ‘Clooney’ .These scenes 

are considered by many as 

Director Dominik and actor 

Christopher Lawerence’s 

greatest work.
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Max

Interestingly, while the pig’s 

head is very much real, the 

wine is not. For a better 

appearance on film, the 

prop department used red 

food colouring in white wine 

instead.









CREDITS

George Clooney- Christopher Lawerence
Young George Clooney- Christopher Mayer
Lisa Snowdon- Ruth Taylor
Martin Scorcese- Dominic Letschka
Brad Pitt- Theo Thermaenius
Matt Damon- Barley Beal
Julia Roberts- Ellie Watson
Casey Affleck- Sam Robinson
Steven Soderbergh- Dominic Letschka
Extra #1- James Yule
Extra #2- Racquel Plitt
Extra #3- Peter Simpson
Extra #4- Linda Krefft
Joel Cohen- Dominic Letschka
Ethan Cohen- Dominic Letschka
Rosemary Clooney- Sophie Epperlein
Doctor- Rosie Morris Grove
Runner #1-Warren Andrews
Runner #2- Warren Andrews
Runner #3- Liam Buckley
MTV awards host- Dominic Letschka
Catherine Zeta Jones- Lona Roberts
Nick Clooney- Thomas Howse
Jose Ferrer- Warren Andrews
Producer- Dominic Letschka
Bob Dylan- Alex Edward
Ambiguous body under sheet- Dominic Letschka
Director- Dominik
Written by- Wimbledon Scriptwriting Guild
Additional script material- Darren Roberts/Ruth Taylor
Editor- Lance Pintonto 
Producer- Warren Andrews, Dominic Letschka, Christopher Lawerence
Executive producer- Caitlin Smith
Cinematography-Dom Roberto, Graham Andrews, C. L. Leslie
Casting- Lance Pintonto
Production Design- Continental Operative 
Art Direction- William Hoppler
Set Direction- Caitlin Smith
Makeup- Arthur Davies
Original Music- Welcome to the O.C. bitch
Score: Ruth Forgacs and Caitlin Smith with Welcome to the O.C. Bitch
Sound Effects Courtesy of the BBC Sound Archive 
Foley Artist- Richard IV
Sound utility- Terrence Mahon & Suu Sin Chung
Foley Engineer- Muhammed Ramjaun
Sound recordist- Ronald Shaill 
Production sound mixer- Hans Krings 
Production Management- Tessa Vadney
Second Unit director- Samual Dovell
First assistant director- Lauren White
Additional director- D.L. Cassendra
Leadman- Sara Telgero
Construction foreman- Andera Del Machiciso
Scenic artist- Evelyn Brown 
Storyboard- Florence Pelecanos
Set Design- Annie May Gibb
Set dresser- Ruth Forgacs
Ash Tray – Christopher Mayer
Drapery foreman- Claire Petric
Gangboss- A Brodanska
Property master- Jami Choo
Buyer- H.M. Langdon
Graphic Design- Future Design Divison
Paint foreman- Dawn Ades

Dialogue editor- Ruth Taylor
Sound Libarian- R. J. Torrent
Boom Operator- Mathieu Haberman
Visual Effects Producer- Addie Atwood
Computer Renderer- Addie Atwood & Rick O’shea
Stunts- Christopher Lawrence
Stunts Co-ordinator- Brody McCreen
Electrician- Mark Sangii
Grip- Ikbal Shareed
Rigging grip- Nicolas R. Preen
Rigging Best Boy- Pheobe Bishop
Dolly Grip- Sol Dharnes
Dolly Mix – Bluebottle
Best Boy Electric – Ruth Forgacs
Gaffer- Patrick O’Fackerty
Still photographer- D.M.Hutchinson
Camera Loader- Bradley Tilly
Costume Design-  Eric Scannel
Costume Supervisor-Claire Mandel
Key Costumer- Joesph Black
Set Costumer- Handel Bach
Tailor- I.J.K. Roberts
Post-production Co-ordinator- Kiera Tabbiati 
Assistant Editor- Al Futtul
Digital Intermediate Colorist- Jamal Barat
Associate Editor- Natalie Magners
Driver for Mr. Lawerence- Leisure Cruiser II
Production Secretary- Lara Parker
Temporary Secretary – McCartney II
Production Assistant-Micheal Kennedy
Assistant Location Manager- Jill Sherman
Production Accountant – William Kember
Drama Coach – Alexandra Ralph
Melodrama Bus – Alan Tate
Production Assistant – Justin Todd
Assistant Production Co-ordinator- Francis Fairfax
Location Manager –Emma Bayliff
Assistant: Mr. Letschka- Gaston
Set Production Assistant – Nick Lemons
Assistant Post-production Accountant – Avigdor Lieberman
Set Production Assistant – Ehud barat
Production Assistant – Ray Odierno
Production Assistant –Hosn Banu Ghazzan
Technology Consultant –Daniel Rameriz
Payroll Accountant – Eduardo Galindo 
Craft Service –Carol Moran
first assistant accountant – Silvio Midgley
key assistant location manager – Timothy Pozzi
Assistant To Mr. Lawrence-  Denny O’Neil
Publicist- Penny Cullen
Unit Publicist –Iwan Heston
Post-Production Accountant –Duff Goldman
Production Intern –Joanna Renton
Title designer – Hatef Soltani
Location Scout – Orlando Lavern
Production Co-ordinator – Owen  Jones
Production staff –Angela Terrence
Accounting Clerk –Peter Richards
Falconer- Annabel Schick
Assistant Accountant – M.J. Pollini
Research Consultant – Cathy Humble
Laboratory Contact –Dr. F.M. Davies
Opening tiles, Locators, End Credits  -Future Design Divsion
Graphic Artist: main titles – Future Design Divsion & Christopher Le Suer
Financing  - Wimbledon Amateur Society
Special thanks to- HMV Curzon Wimbledon, 






